NCBCP UNITY’18 CAMPAIGN 2018 ELECTION DAY EXIT POLL
OF BLACK WOMEN VOTERS

#Time4APowerShift
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METHODOLOGY
Over 1800 surveys were collected at polling places in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Ohio, Michigan and Mississippi by
BWR state-based networks and partners during early voting and on Election Day, November 6, 2018.
Seventy-Nine Percent (79%) of surveys were completed by Black women voters.
Demographics of Black women voters completing survey:
• Seventy-nine percent (79%) African American (Black).
• By Age: 18 – 24 (12%), 25-34 (21%), 35-44 (20%), 45-64 (33%), 65 and over (14%).
• Overall first-time voters, 47% were under 24 years of age. About 13% were between 25-34 years of age.
• About 94% graduated from High School, over 70% with at least some college.
• Despite education, 64% make less than $50,000 a year, about 50% work full time.
Survey Purpose:
• Track voters’ experiences at the polls.
• Gauge importance of key issues for Black women voters in 2018 Mid-Term General Election.
• Identify policy priorities Black women want President Trump and 116th Congress to address.
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BACKGROUND - PAST FINDINGS (2014 and 2016)
The National Coalition on Black Civic Participation’s (NCBCP) Unity Campaign’s Election Day Exit Poll on
Voter Experiences was developed in 2004 by the late Dr. Ronald W. Walters, noted scholar, political
scientist and board member of the NCBCP, to give the nation a view of what Black voters are feeling,
thinking and experiencing at the polls on Election Day, with a special focus on young and first time
voters.

• In 2014, the NCBCP Unity ’14 Campaign’s Election Day Exit Poll changed its focus to primarily Black
women of all ages and first time voters to specifically survey not only their voting experiences, but
also their issue priorities.
• In 2014, the NCBCP Unity ‘14 Campaign Exit Poll surveyed over 1500 voters, sixty-four percent (64%)
Black women. Overall, the survey found seventy-nine percent (79%) of respondents voted out of a
sense of responsibility and identified living wage jobs, quality public education and affordable
healthcare as their top issues. Surveys were conducted in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Ohio and
Michigan.

• In 2016, the NCBCP Unity ‘16 Campaign Exit Poll surveyed over 1000 voters, sixty-five percent (65%)
Black women. Overall, the survey found seventy-three percent (73%) of respondents voted out of a
sense of responsibility and identified jobs, education, healthcare and racial discrimination as top
issues. Surveys were conducted in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Ohio, Michigan and North Carolina.
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2018 KEY FINDINGS – Black Women’s Voting Experiences
• Eighty-seven percent (87%) of voters reported having “no problems” at the polls, with about twenty-one
(21%) being asked to show ID.
• Eleven percent (11%) of Black women reported having voting problems, including long wait times (1 hour
or more), name not on voting list, subject to voter challenge and problems with the voting machine.
• Black women continue to vote out of a sense of responsibility, seventy-six percent (76%) indicated that
they voted out of sense of responsibility, while eleven percent (11%) chose to vote because of a ballot
initiative, and six percent (6%) voted because of a specific candidate.
• Exception: In Florida, forty-three percent (43%) of black women indicated they came out to vote for a
ballot initiative, eighteen percent (18%) for a particular candidate and thirty-eight percent (38%) out of a
sense of responsibility.
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BLACK WOMEN’S VOTING EXPERIENCES
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BLACK WOMEN ARE RESPONSIBILITY VOTERS
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FLORIDA BLACK WOMEN MOTIVATED BY BALLOT ISSUE

Florida Voters Only
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2018 KEY FINDINGS – Issues Highly Important to Black Women
Over seventy-percent (70%) of Black women surveyed rated the following issues as very important:
• Affordable Health Care
• Criminal Justice/Policing Reform

• Equal Rights and Equal Pay
• Hate Crimes/Racism
• Jobs/Employment

• Voting Rights
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2018 KEY FINDINGS – Black Women Voters Federal Policy Priorities*
 Policy Priorities Black Women of all ages want President Trump and 116th Congress to
address now:
• Fifty-percent (50%) of Black women surveyed identified protecting Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security as
their top policy priority.
• One-third (33%) of Black women surveyed identified protecting Affordable Healthcare as their second highest
policy priority.
• Seventeen-percent (17%) named other policy priorities including: protecting the nation from foreign meddling
of elections, adopt comprehensive immigration reform, health care, impeachment, jobs, education and guns.

Policy Priorities Young Black women (Gen Z & Millennials) want President and 116th to
address now:
• Gen Z: Fifty-one percent (51%) of Black women 18 – 24 surveyed identified Affordable Healthcare as their top
policy priority; and thirty-one percent (31%) identified protecting Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security as
their second highest policy priority.
• Millennials: Forty-nine percent (49%) of Black women 25-34 surveyed identified Medicare, Medicaid and
Social Security as their top policy priority; and thirty-two percent (32%) identified protecting Affordable
Healthcare as their second highest policy priority.
* Priority issues were derived from a smaller sample size of Black women voters completing survey representing 51% of respondents
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Black Women Overall
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Black Women By Age
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APPENDIX

DEMOGRAPHICS

* Priority issues were derived from a smaller sample size of Black women voters completing survey representing 51% of respondents
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF BLACK WOMEN SURVEYED BY AGE
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF BLACK WOMEN SURVEYED BY RACE
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF BLACK WOMEN SURVEYED BY EDUCATION
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF BLACK WOMEN SURVEYED BY INCOME
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